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The conversion of natural renewable resources to high-value chemical products for electrochemical

energy storage is becoming an effective measure to alleviate the energy crisis caused by the fossil short-

age. As the second largest renewable biomass material in the world, lignin has been successfully utilized

to construct sustainable energy storage devices (ESDs), both aqueous and organic ones. In this review, we

provide a comprehensive overview of recent advances in the application of lignin-based/-derived macro-

molecules as key ESD components. A brief introduction to the origin and classification of lignin and its

basic chemistry for electrochemical energy storage is first presented. The latest progress in lignin-based

ESDs is then specifically elaborated on and discussed in detail from the perspective of organic electrodes,

binders, electrolytes, and separators. Critical challenges and prospects in this area are put forward at the

end, which is anticipated to shed light on the rational design of advanced lignin-based economic

materials for sustainable development.

1. Introduction

Energy is a fundamental need for modern life and has become
a key well-being issue in terms of economy, security, and the
environment.1 Facing the environmental pollution from and
cost escalation of conventional fossil fuels, sustainable alterna-
tive energies are needed, which thereby stimulates the explora-
tion of renewable feedstocks such as wind and solar energy.2

Energy storage devices (ESDs), mainly including batteries and
supercapacitors, play a critical role in the transition toward
sustainable energy utilization.3 In rechargeable batteries,
chemical transformations of the anode and cathode materials
repeatedly take place. In the discharging course, electrons are
transported from anode to cathode through the external
circuit, and vice versa in the charging course.4 In capacitors,
no chemical and phase changes are involved during charging
and discharging. Typically, batteries have high storage capacity
but low charging rates, and supercapacitors are the opposite.
The trade-off between energy and power density originates
from diffusion limitations in the electrolyte.5 Recent years
have witnessed the research surge of advanced ESDs and con-
siderable attention has been paid to the development of new

energy storage materials.6 Biomass, biomaterials that integrate
the advantageous properties of a low carbon footprint, natural
abundance, low cost, and recyclability, is a very promising
choice. Next-generation ESDs based on biomass, either for the
fabrication or modification of the key components, are antici-
pated to improve energy independence and alleviate the press-
ures of climate change.7 To date, representative biomass
materials, including cellulose, chitosan, lignin, soybean
protein, gum, alginate, gelatin, etc., have been demonstrated to
be capable of modifying the electrochemical performance of
ESDs.8,9

1.1 Structure and properties of lignin

Lignin is the most abundant aromatic natural polymer on
Earth, accounting for 15–30 wt% of biomass. In nature plants,
lignin fills the gap between cellulose and hemicellulose, acting
as a binder (Fig. 1a).10,11 It is a complex racemic aromatic
hetero-polymer, mainly derived from three monolignols with
different degrees of methoxylation: p-coumaryl, coniferyl, and
sinapyl. These monomers produce p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaia-
cyl (G), and syringyl (S) units respectively (Fig. 1b). When
bound to a lignin polymer, these three units are linked by
β-O-4 (β-aryl ether), β–β, β-1, 5–5, 4-O-5 and β-5 to form a
complex molecular structure (Fig. 1c). β-O-4, accounting for
about 50%, is the most easily broken chemical bond.12 The
contents of these three units vary in different plants, and
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exceptions to these bonding bonds can also be found in some
specific cases.2,13 Therefore, the exact molecular weight of
lignin is not a fixed value.14

Lignin is the only phenolic polymer in plant resources, and
displays hydrophobicity and thermal stability.15 The posses-
sion of massive oxygen-containing functional groups like
methoxyl, hydroxyl, carboxyl, and ether endow it with many
attractive features for energy storage.16 For example, the pheno-
lic and alcoholic hydroxyl groups affect the hydrogen-bonding
effect of the electrolyte, thus altering the energy storage beha-
viors of ESDs. The –SO3

− groups can prevent the dissolution or
induce the chemical bonding of polysulfides, holding great
potential in addressing the notorious shuttle effect issue of
lithium–sulfur batteries. Most importantly, for those contain-
ing phenolic groups (Ar-OH), two-electron-transfer-involved
redox reactions (the conversion of the quinone/hydroquinone
redox couple, denoted as Q/QH2 groups, Q + 2e− + 2H+ ⇌ QH2)
can take place reversibly in the repeated charge/discharge
process, and are capable of transporting charge carriers like
Li+, K+, and Zn2+ with high efficiency.17

It has been proved that Q/QH2 are the major active sites for
electrochemical energy storage for most lignin-based/-derived
materials and their fraction strongly depends on the origin
and post-processing courses of lignin.18 Namely, the electro-
chemical characteristic of lignin are highly correlated to its
chemical structure, i.e. the G/H/S unit distribution. Generally,
softwoods are G-lignins (with low H levels), and hardwoods are
S/G-lignins (with very low H levels).19 Grass lignins are con-

sidered to have G/S/H units (with H units still comparatively
minor) besides p-hydroxycinnamates. The p-coumarate of the
latter acylated ∼10% of the γ-OH of the lignin monolignols.20

Note that, in G or S units, as the phenyl ring is 4-hydroxy-3-
methoxy-(guaiacyl-) or 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy-(syringil-) sub-
stituted,21 they can function as active sites for charge
storage once demethylated.18 Yet the phenol groups in H
units and p-coumarate are methoxy-free and cannot be con-
verted to redox-active quinones.22 Given the redox inactive
feature of H units and p-coumarate, lignins possessing more S
and G units have more redox-active Q/QH2 sites and are more
appropriate for energy storage. Notably, any catechol, pyrogal-
lol or 3-methoxycatechol is considered as an active redox
group when referring to Q/QH2-type sites in lignin-based/
derived materials.

Because the redox activity is dependent on the phenolic
moieties of different degrees of substitution, electrochemical
activation, or additional pre-treatment (electro-oxidative depo-
lymerization or hydrothermal liquefaction),19,21–27 for the
purpose of enriching the phenolic sites for charge storage
capacity, is essential to realize the demethylation and cleavage
of the aryl ether bonds of lignins.19,23 As a proof of concept,
the Ar-OH content of alkali lignin (AL) could be increased by
1.9 times after 4 h stirring in LiBr solution at 80 °C, which is
produced by the effective breakage of aryl ether bonds,
especially methyl aryl ether bonds.27 A similar effect can also
be achieved by applying an appropriate voltage or adding reac-
tive additives.

Fig. 1 Properties and production of lignin. (a) Schematic structure of lignocellulose. Reproduced with permission.138 Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
(b) Schematic of the molecular structure of the lignin monomer units (pink box), hemicellulose (green box) and cellulose (blue box). Reproduced
with permission.47 Copyright 2022, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) A proposed structural model for a hardwood lignin polymer. Reproduced
with permission.62 Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Molecular structures of four most common industrial lignin derivatives.
Reproduced with permission.47 Copyright 2022, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Schematic of lignin production throughout the world.
Reproduced with permission.34 Copyright 2022, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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1.2 Classification of lignin

At the industrial level, a series of technical lignins have been
successfully derived from papermaking waste liquors or biore-
finery by-products. They can be roughly classified into sulfur-
containing types (kraft lignin (KL) and lignosulfonate (LS)) and
sulfur-free types (soda lignin (SL) and enzymatic hydrolyzed
lignin (EHL)) etc.6 Their molecular formulas can be found in
Fig. 1d.

LS is extracted from the liquid waste of sulfite pulping
(Na2SO3, MgSO3, CaSO3) and is soluble in aqueous solutions
due to its rich sulfonic acid groups on the side chain.16 Using
nickel compound catalysts at 200 °C, LS could be transformed
into G units with more than 60% conversion and 75–90%
selectivity.28 KL and SL are two subtypes of AL extracted from
the black liquor produced by the alkaline pulping process,29 in
which an alkaline catalyst is utilized to deconstruct the
lignin’s β-O-4 bond to enrich the phenolic groups.28 For
instance, KL can be obtained from the waste liquid of sulphate
pulping by treating wood with NaOH and NaHS solutions in
the temperature range of 150–170 °C.30 Unlike LS, KL is in-
soluble in water, but it can also be wetted by water due to the
presence of hydrophilic functional groups such as hydroxyl,
phenol, and carboxylic acids.31 Notably, hardwood species are
easier to fractionate than softwood species. KL derived from
hardwood is more condensed with β-O-4 bonds than is soft-
wood, which promises a higher concentration of S-type mono-
phenolic group than native lignin by depolymerization.28 SL is
obtained from the soda pulping process, which has a lower
environmental impact than other lignin extraction methods,
such as kraft and organosolv. The main source of SL is non-
wood, compared with wood-derived lignin, which has a higher
content of mono-phenolic groups.32 The sulfur-free character-
istic makes SL poorly soluble in water.12,28,33 EHL is mainly
produced by the biorefinery industry, deriving from enzymatic
pretreatment concepts of lignin hydrolysis.32,34 The resource of
EHL could be woody or non-woody.35,36 For example, the trans-
formation of cellulose and hemicellulose from agricultural
straw into bioethanol would leave behind a large number of
EHL by-products. EHL is closer to primary lignin in terms of
chemical composition. It cannot be dissolved in water and
alkali but possesses high solubility and good compatibility in
many organic solvents with strong hydrogen-donating charac-
teristics, such as methanol, ethanol, tetralin, and formic
acid.28,35,37 In comparison with other lignins, N and O atoms
could be doped into the carbon skeleton of EHL during bio-
logical fermentation, which is favorable for electrochemical
energy storage.38

The worldwide production distribution of different kinds of
lignin is presented in Fig. 1e. The circled areas are pro-
portional to the amount of lignin produced by the company
and the colors correspond to the types of lignin. It can be seen
that LS dominates the market, seeing a high production of
∼1 000 000 tons per year, with a market value of 180–500 USD
per ton.16 The worldwide production capacity is followed by KL
at around 265 000 tons per year,39 with a price of 260–500 USD

market value.34,39 SL has around 5000–10 000 tons of pro-
duction per year, with a price of 200–300 USD per ton.32

EHL has a production capacity of 100 tons per year.39

Produced from forest/agriculture waste, the very high purity
EHL from TMP-BIO™ technology is predicted to have a
market value of 1.12 billion by the year 2027.32,34 It is suit-
able for laboratory depolymerization research and carbon
nanofiber synthesis.40 Using low-purity lignin as raw
materials, other high-value technical lignin-derived products
like benzene (1100–1300 USD per ton), toluene (1150–1300
USD per ton), xylene (865–1100 USD per ton), aromatic
monomers (∼2160 USD per ton), and vanillin (∼16 200 USD
per ton) have great potential in valorization.40,41 For practical
application, the cost budget from key technologies such as
electro-oxidative depolymerization or hydrothermal liquefac-
tion has to be taken into consideration.42,43 Currently, the
application of lignin in ESDs represents an emerging plat-
form toward sustainable electrochemical energy storage and
is still at the laboratory level.

1.3 Application of lignin in ESDs

Profiting from its non-toxic and renewable nature, both for its
preparation and potential applications, the strategic conver-
sion of lignin to high-value chemical products is probably a
promising strategy to alleviate environmental pollution.16,44

Encouragingly, in recent years, successive achievements have
been made in ESD R&D based on lignin-involved or -derived
materials, both macromolecular composite and carbonaceous
matrix.6

Lignin is an ideal precursor for carbonization, originating
from its high carbon content, and pyrolysis treatment is a
common way to achieve this goal. Generally, at temperatures
below 200 °C, dehydration occurs. At the range of
200–450 °C, the unstable β-O-4 linkages are broken and
heteroatoms are eliminated. At higher temperatures, func-
tional groups, oxygen groups, and redox-active sites decom-
pose, while carbon material emerges.45 So far, graphite-like,
porous, or foreign element-doped carbons (N, S, P) have been
reported by using lignin as raw materials. However, the
oxygen redox-active functional groups (Q/QH2 sites) diminish
when lignin is carbonized under high temperatures and an
inert atmosphere.46 Therefore, unlike in lignin-based
materials of which the redox-active sites are confined at the
surface, the bulk structure and physiochemical properties
(structure, mechanical properties, and electrical conductivity)
are more important for enhancing the capacity of lignin-
derived carbons. In this context, great attention has been
paid to tailoring these properties by varying the pyrolysis
parameters or post-treatment (chemical activation, template
methods, physical activation, etc.45), for the sake of regulating
the ion kinetics, electron transport, and structural stabiliz-
ation of ESDs. Since some recent reviews have summarized
in detail the application progress of lignin-based carbon-
aceous matrix in ESDs, herein we only discuss the character-
istics, pros and cons, and developments of composite macro-
molecules, either lignin-based or lignin-derived
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ones.6,16,29,44,47 The former refer to the physical mixture of
lignin with other reagents, which well maintains the func-
tional groups of lignin itself without changing the overall
chemical properties. The latter experience substantial chemi-
cal modification to achieve specific functionalization and
their overall properties substantially differ from those of
lignin. Major ways to functionalize lignin towards macro-
molecules include: (i) grafting copolymerization; (ii) hydrogen
bonding, and (iii) electrosynthesis, as presented in Fig. 2. In
this way, some specific physiochemical properties (ionic con-
ductivity, structural stability, and chemical reaction mecha-
nism, etc.) can be precisely adjusted or specifically introduced
by grafting special functional groups onto the hydroxyl
groups or tuning the hydrogen bonding, complexation or π–π
stacking effects. However, some inherent deficiencies of the
lignin-based macromolecular composite are inevitable, like
the difficulty in controlling their molecular structure and
poor electrical conductivity, leaving a large space for their
performance optimization.2

Overall, lignin and its derived macromolecules see a bright
future for large-scale application in constructing advanced
ESDs in view of their remarkable unique advantages like low
cost, ease of synthesis, and potential for mass production. In
the past decades, comprehensive research work has been
carried out and concentrated on rechargeable batteries and
supercapacitors. In this review, we summarize the recent pro-
gress of lignin-based and -derived materials functioning as
fundamental elements of these two systems including electro-
des, binders, electrolytes, and separators (Fig. 3). Some key
contributions in this field are discussed in detail and the
structure–performance relationship is highlighted. Insights
into the current challenges and probable development direc-
tions of lignin-based/-derived energy storage materials are pro-
posed in the end.

2. Lignin-based/-derived organic
electrodes

Lignin could be used as an electrode material for both super-
capacitors and batteries.10,48 It belongs to n-type organic
materials of which the electrochemical transformation takes
place between its neutral state and negatively charged state. As
technical lignin is more stable in an acidic environment, most
reported devices are mainly built under acidic conditions. The

Fig. 2 Schematic structure diagram of the functionalization of lignin polymer.

Fig. 3 Overview of representative lignin-based/-derived macro-
molecules for energy storage device components.
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main active sites of lignin-derived organic electrodes are Q/
QH2 functional groups that can afford two-electron-mediated
reversible redox processes during the charge/discharge
courses.4,49,50

2.1. Organic electrodes for supercapacitors

Considering their great potential to achieve a high power
density and high redox potential, lignin-based materials had
been widely used as organic electrodes for supercapacitors.51

The electrochemical performance of various recently-reported
lignin-involved electrodes with different characteristics for
supercapacitors were summarized in Table 1. In general, the
charge storage form and relevant redox reaction of the elec-
trode materials determine the energy storage mechanism of
supercapacitors. Depending on the electric double-layer
capacitance and pseudocapacitance behaviors, the corres-
ponding devices can be classified into electric double-layer
capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors, respectively. As this
paper does not refer to the progress of lignin-derived carbon
materials, the subsequent devices based on Q/QH2 conversion
are most pseudocapacitors, of which the charge/discharge pro-
files show both non-faradaic and faradaic contributions.

2.1.1. Bare lignin. Since the electrical conductivity of bare
lignin is poor, it could serve as an electrode material only
when combined with conductive polymers or carbons like
polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPy), poly(3,4-ethylene diox-
ythiophene), MXene, single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO). To achieve decent conduc-
tivity, Dianat et al.52 prepared PANI-LS interpenetration
network nanocomposites by a simple, one-step electrodeposi-
tion method.31 Under electro-polymerization, LS served as a
polyaniline-structure-directing agent by electrostatic attraction,
which provided an appropriate pathway for efficient transfer
during the reversible conversion of Q/QH2 (Fig. 4a). The doub-
lets of –RSO3

− and C–S in the PANI-LS’s XPS spectra confirmed
the incorporation of LS polymers in the polyaniline matrix
(Fig. 4b). Taking advantage of the large polyanionic –SO3

−

groups in LS, which were responsible for the charge compen-
sation in redox reactions, the H+ fast insertion-dedoping
kinetic process was possible rather than the slow small SO4

2−

one. Accordingly, the peak intensity attributed to the redox
transition of leucoemeraldine to emeraldine (intermediates of
the PANI redox action) increased along with the scan rate in
the PANI-LS electrode,53 which was not prominent in the PANI
one. It was indicative of an enhanced electrochemical rate
capability for PANI electrodes. Even though the content ratio
of LS was quite low in the PANI-LS nanocomposites, it resulted
in an electrode whose mass loading was 4 times less than the
PANI one, leading to a thinner film electrode. The prolonged
pulse-off time in the potential pause pattern could accelerate
the diffusion kinetics of aniline monomers and LS chains,
indicating that LS served as a structure-directing agent for
polyaniline nucleation and growth. The resulting three-dimen-
sional interconnected porous network structure with a more
open access area greatly improved the capacitive performance.
The PANI-LS//PANI-LS device displayed a high energy density T
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of 21.2 W h kg−1, a high power density of 26 kW kg−1, and
long-term cycling durability (only 4% capacity loss after 7500
cycles).

In spite of electrosynthesis, conventional hydrothermal
methods are also wise choices for the preparation of conduc-
tive lignin-based organic electrodes as they can introduce
carbon materials to lignin via hydrogen bonding or π–π stack-
ing interactions. For example, Peng et al.54 synthesized LS/
SWCNTsHNO3

pressure-sensitive hydrogel electrodes by hydro-
thermal treatment at 180 °C with an HNO3 additive. Acid pre-
treatment endowed single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT)
with abundant hydroxyl and carboxyl groups tidily incorpor-
ated with nitrated LS, which constructed a three-dimensional
(3D) porous complex structure with better conductivity and
improved mechanical properties. In this case, the lignin
content is 16 times higher than for SWCNTs, implying its
great contribution to energy storage. The symmetric flexible
all-solid-state supercapacitor (FSC) device delivered excellent
compressible ability (Fig. 4c), durability of only 2% capacity
loss after 1000 times of 90° bending cycles, high capacity of

131 F g−1 at 50 A g−1, power density of 324 W kg−1 and energy
density of 17.1 W h kg−1. Similarly, Chang and coworkers syn-
thesized a nacre-like Ti3C2Tx/HCNF@Lig composite membrane
consisting of Ti3C2Tx, cellulose nanofiber (HCNF), and sodium
lignosulfonate (LSNa) by a simple hydrothermal process
(Fig. 4d).55 The LSNa not only provided pseudo-capacitance
but also promoted electron and/or ion transportation through
the hydrogen bonding effect with both Ti3C2Tx and HCNFs.
Benefiting from the abundant hydrogen bonds, LSNa/HCNFs
provided enough strength in ultrathin 3–5 μm film.56 The com-
posite membrane exhibited high mechanical properties and
arbitrary deformability.57 The FSC device assembled with the
as-prepared film electrode saw near 100% capacity retention
after 5000 times bending, rolling cycles and 2000 times twist-
ing, and folding cycles (Fig. 4e), reaching a high specific
capacitance of 248 F g−1 (748.96 F cm−3) at 0.5 A g−1. In the
above discussion, the lignin provided pseudocapacitance, as
affirmed by the slight redox peaks in the CV curves. In com-
parison, Wang et al.58 synthesized PAAm-Ag-lignin NPs-Tar-
CNT hydrogel electrodes that are composed of a synthetic

Fig. 4 Lignin-based organic electrodes for supercapacitors. (a) Schematic illustration of the electrochemical activity of LS moieties as a dopant and
a structure-directing agent for the PANI film and the redox activities of LS by forming catechol moieties in the PANI-LS nanocomposite. (b)
Deconvoluted core level XPS spectra of the PANI electrode (S 2p) and PANI-LS electrode (S 2p). Reproduced with permission.52 Copyright 2021, The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Real-time optical images of the compressible supercapacitor showing a compressing and recovering process.
Reproduced with permission.54 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of HCNFs (top), wood-
inspired HCNF@Lig nanofibers and composite films (middle), and nacre-inspired Ti3C2Tx/HCNF@Lig composite films (bottom). Reproduced with per-
mission.55 Copyright 2021, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) CV curves of Ti3C2Tx/HCNF@Lig (3@1)97/3 FSC before and after bending (upper left),
rolling (upper right), twisting (lower left) and folding (lower right) at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. (Ti3C2Tx/HCNF@Lig (3@1)97/3: HCNF@Lig composite in
a 3/1 mass ratio and Ti3C2Tx/HCNF@Lig (3@1) composite in a 97/3 mass ratio). Reproduced with permission.31 Copyright 2021, The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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hydrogel matrix and conductive carbon nanotubes. The hydro-
gel matrix was integrated by a polyacrylamide network, tartaric
acid, Ag-lignin composite nanoparticles, and non-covalent
interactions formed by the lignin’s phenol groups (Fig. 5a).
The hydrogen bond endowed the hydrogel with a self-healing
behavior,59 and the supercapacitor exhibited a slight capacity
retention decline after 5000 cycles. This electrode material rea-
lized energy storage via an electrical double-layer behavior
(Fig. 5b), which might be caused by its extremely low quinone
content. In contrast to the pseudocapacitive ones, the energy
density of the EDLC was lower, about 13.7 W h kg−1, indicating
that the pseudocapacitive contribution of Q/QH2 groups was
the key to elevating the energy density of lignin-involved super-
capacitors. Along with the mechanical properties’ improve-
ment, the all-polymer supercapacitor does not need extra con-
ductive patches, binders, or separators, further increasing the
efficiency and reducing the use of synthetic materials.60

2.1.2. Lignin derivatives. For lignin-based pseudocapacitive
electrodes, the reaction active sites for energy storage are fixed
to be the Q/QH2 redox pairs. As chemically inert long carbon
chains and benzene rings are null and void for energy storage,
their specific capacity only depends on the mass content ratio
of redox-active functional groups. Therefore, the addition of
redox-active sites by chemical structure modulation is the key
to raising the performance of lignin-based materials. Notably,
the structure of technical lignin varies greatly from the raw
materials and processing conditions,2,12 so one chemical

modification method cannot be applied universally. Yet,
increasing the content of quinone groups in lignin is the main
target no matter how the chemical modification processes
work.

The first strategy to create active centers is to oxidize lignin
with specific chemicals. By using hydrogen peroxide as an
oxidant, Zhou and his team selectively converted the methoxyl
of KL to phenolic hydroxyls.50,61 The hybridization of the oxi-
dized KL (OKL) with HNO3-treated active carbon (TAC) for con-
ductivity improvement was realized by simple ultrasonic treat-
ment. The as-prepared composite electrode, of which the OKL
content accounted for 17 wt%, saw a 25.6% improvement of
the phenolic hydroxyl content in contrast to the pristine KL/
TAC counterpart. Owing to the enhanced pseudocapacitive be-
havior of the OKL (Fig. 5c), the capacitance of the assembled
supercapacitor rose from 322 F g−1 to 390 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1.
Although the degree of modification was slight, as revealed by
the insufficient capacitance improvement, this work did
provide a new train of thought to modify bulk industrial lignin
for importing extra active redox centers.

The employment of depolymerization products of industrial
lignin as raw material is also an effective way to achieve a high
quinone content. Yang et al.62 selected lignin-derived aromatic
monomer (LDAM) to prepare an rGO/synthetic polymer (SP)
electrode, where rGO and SP were composited through ultra-
sonic-assisted self-assembly (SP was 1.5 times more than rGO).
The phenolic condensation polymerization of LDAM raised the

Fig. 5 Lignin-derived organic electrodes for supercapacitors. (a) Schematic illustration of the gelation process of PAAm-Ag-lignin NPs-Tar hydrogel
matrix at ambient temperature. (b) CV curves of the all-hydrogel supercapacitor at different scanning rates. Reproduced with permission.58

Copyright 2022, Elsevier B.V. (c) CV curves of an OKL/TAC sample in 1 M H2SO4 solution at scan rates from 1 mV s−1 to 100 mV s−1 (inset: plots of
peak currents vs. scan rates for charge (R2 = 0.9969) and discharge (R2 = 0.9961) curves). Reproduced with permission.61 Copyright 2019, Wiley-
VCH. (d) Schematic illustration of SP preparation based on LDAMs. Reproduced with permission.62 Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(e) Scheme illustrating the preparation of an rGO/SP-AOF composite electrode material and the proposed energy storage mechanism. Reproduced
with permission.50 Copyright 2021, Elsevier B.V.
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quinone content of commercial KL by 6–7 times (Fig. 5d),
which ensured its high redox activity for energy storage. The
supercapacitor assembled with an rGO/SP electrode acquired a
high specific capacitance of 465 F g−1, about 1.9 times higher
than that of rGO/KL. This device also presented a favorable
rate performance (365 F g−1 at 10 A g−1), demonstrating the
high reversibility of the redox reactions for energy storage.
Another residue of lignin depolymerization holding great
potential in this field is lignin-derived aromatic oligomers
(LDAOs).50 Using phenol-formaldehyde condensation, syn-
thetic polymer (SP-AOF) could be obtained from LDAOs. When
combined with rGO, LDAO behaved in a capacitive-controlled
rather than diffusion-controlled mechanism (Fig. 5e). This was
conducive to fast ion transport, leading to an admirable rate
performance.63 The RSP-60 electrode where the weight ratio of
rGO/SP-AOF was 40/60 had a capacity of 250 F g−1 at 1 A g−1,
1.67 and 1.23 times that of OL and AL.

2.2. Organic electrodes for rechargeable batteries

Similar to pseudo-capacitors, the application of lignin as
organic electrodes for batteries contributes capacity primarily
through Faraday reactions. Yet, the electrodes adapted to bat-
teries experience a deeper reaction depth and larger volume
change because of their higher requirements for specific ener-
gies.64 Therefore, the structural design for these electrodes
should meet the needs of reducing volume effects which
would lead to an irreversible loss of capacity during the charge
and discharge process in actual work.29 Until now, lignin-
based/-derived biomacromolecule composite electrodes have
been reported in both aqueous and organic rechargeable bat-
teries, including zinc ion batteries (ZIBs), lithium ion batteries
(LIBs), sodium ion batteries (SIBs), potassium ion batteries
(PIBs) and proton batteries.65 In these applications, the most-
commonly used types of lignin are commercial LS materials
with Q/QH2 redox pairs as they are the main by-product of the
papermaking industry. A typical chemical structure of LS is
shown in Fig. 6a left. Lignin itself was not conductive, so it
had to be combined with conductive polymers or carbon to
become electro-chemically conductive. In LS/conducting
polymer composite, electrons passed through the composite
by hopping between adjacent conducting polymer chains
(dark blue rectangles) and reached the redox quinone site on
the LS (red color lines) (Fig. 6a middle). In the lignin/carbon
nanoparticle composite, the electrochemical redox process of
lignin was displayed on the interfacial volume between the
carbon and lignin (Fig. 6a right). Recently, some attempts on
other chemically modified lignins with new active sites have
also been reported in this area.

2.2.1. Aqueous batteries. Because of their high safety
feature in contrast to organic batteries, aqueous batteries have
gained increasing research attention based on non-flammable
and high ion conductivity aqueous electrolytes.66 Taking
account into the great potential of LS for large-scale pro-
duction, Lahiri and his team undertook research on a PPy/LS
composite as the cathode of aqueous ZIBs.67 In 50 wt%
choline acetate aqueous electrolyte with added ZnAc2, Zn2+

could be stored in the LS biopolymer matrix through a
quinone redox reaction. Meanwhile, LS itself would provide
additional discharge capacity through irreversible electro-
catalytic oxidation/dissolution after cycling, resulting in >100%
coulombic efficiency. However, the cycling stability of ZIBs was
rather unsatisfactory. The charging capacity almost dis-
appeared after 200 cycles at 300 mA g−1. This should be attrib-
uted to the gradual dissolution of the active materials in water,
which greatly weakened the electrode stability. Indeed, water
solubility was the main challenge faced by LS-involved
aqueous batteries. The removal of hydrophilic –SO3

− polar
groups by subtle chemical modification of LS is an effective
way to conquer this problem. Ail and his research team com-
bined fully desulfonated lignin (commercial KL), partially
desulfonated lignosulfonate (DSLS), or LS with carbon by ball-
milling and investigated the impact of the –SO3

− amount on
their electrochemical performance in proton batteries.31,68 As
the –SO3

− groups were partially removed, compared with LS/C
electrode, the solubility of the DSLS/C electrode decreased dra-
matically and its ionic conductivity was improved (Fig. 6b).
However, full removal of –SO3

− in KL/C damaged the ion trans-
port ability of the electrode. With decent ionic-electronic trans-
portation, the DSLS/C showed optimal H+ accommodation
capability among the three electrodes even though only 69%
capacity was still maintained after 2200 cycles at 1 A g−1.
Although there was still room for improvement for commercial
application, this work confirmed the application prospect of
LS-derived electrodes in aqueous ESDs. Metal-ion batteries
had higher theoretical specific capacities than proton bat-
teries, so afterward the application of desulfonated lignin was
further extended to PIBs for the storage of K+ ions.69 With the
smallest hydrated ionic size, K+ diffused the fastest in an
aqueous solvent among Na+, Zn2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Al3+, etc.
Besides, K was 1000 times more abundant than Zn in the
Earth’s crust.70 Khan et al.71 prepared desulfonated lignin by
hydrolyzing sulfonate ions under alkaline conditions, and
then mixed it with ketjenblack to prepare lignin/carbon com-
posite electrodes (L–C) for printable rocking-chair PIBs
(Fig. 6c). The new class of water-in-polymer salt electrolytes
(WIPSE) where ionic conductivity and viscosity were decoupled
were proposed to conquer the poor ionic conductivity problem
of high-viscosity water-in-salt electrolytes (WISE). In WIPSE,
cations were transported by hopping triggered by the local fast
dynamics of the flexible polyanion chains, while they were
sluggishly transported in a water solvation shell in WISE. After
the first cycle, it was the K+ cation that originated from WIPSE
that was involved in the redox process on the phenolic group,
but not the proton.72 That testified lignin had the ability to
store K+. Consequently, the integrated organic battery provided
a power density of ∼4.5 kW kg−1 and a maximum specific
energy of 24.6 W h kg−1.

2.2.2. Non-aqueous batteries. To avoid the incompatibility
issue between the polar group of lignin and the water-based
solvent, Casado et al. undertook the first attempt to equip a
lignin-based cathode with an aprotic ionic liquid electrolyte
for the assembly of SIBs (Fig. 6d). Note that the utilization of
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ionic liquid can also address the safety concern of organic batteries
using conventional flammable solvents.38 In their work, a series of
pyrrolidinium and imidazolium-based ionic liquids were tested,
including 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl)imide (BMPyrTFSI), 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis
(fluorosulfonyl)imide (BMPyrFSI), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMImTFSI) and 1-ethyl-3-methyl-

imidazolium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (EMImFSI) (Fig. 6e).
Experimental results showed that EMImFSI: NaFSI (20 mol%) elec-
trolytes (20 mol% NaFSI EMImFSI solution) had the best compre-
hensive ability of both electrochemical and thermal stability. The
discharge capacity of the cells operated in EMImFSI:NaFSI
(20 mol%) electrolyte stabilized faster and was higher than the
BMPyrTFSI:NaTFSI (20 mol%) electrolyte assembled ones. The

Fig. 6 Lignin-based/-derived organic electrodes for rechargeable batteries. (a) Sketch of the chemical structure of LS (left), the LS/conducting
polymer composite (middle), and the KL/carbon nanoparticle composite (right) with the bottom inset illustrating the redox reaction of lignin. (b)
Optical image of composite electrodes dipped in water for 2 h. Reproduced with permission.31 Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. (c)
Sketch of the device concept with a mechanistic illustration of a cation rocking chair battery. (P–C: polyimide/carbon composite electrode).
Reproduced with permission.71 Copyright 2022, Elsevier B.V. (d) Schematic diagram of a PEDOTLignin8020/sodium battery device. (PEDOTLignin80/
20: PEDOT/lignin composites in a 80/20 weight ratio). (e) Sketch of the chemical structure of the cationic and anionic species of the ionic liquids
used in this study. Reproduced with permission.65 Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH. (f ) Schematic illustration of the structural evolution during the
lithium intercalation/deintercalation process, where the binding sites between the Li-ions and the Li-lig are highlighted in green. (g) The discharge/
charge cycle profile at 0.1 A g−1 with the corresponding stepwise stages where the FTIR data were obtained (left), and the in situ FTIR spectra of the
Li-lig for the first discharge (middle) and charge cycle (right). (h) Cycling performances of the full cells with different anodes at 1 C. (LFP: LiFePO4).
Reproduced with permission.17 Copyright 2020, Elsevier B.V.
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resultant batteries had an average voltage higher than 2.5 V, along
with a high capacity of 70 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles. In spite of
cycling durability, how to improve the capacity of lignin-based/-
derived electrodes was another important hotspot.51 As we pre-
viously discussed, their specific capacity mainly depended on the
mass content ratio of redox-active functional groups. For this
reason, in addition to raising the content of quinone groups,
research efforts were also dedicated to the development of new
active sites by chemical modification. Lu et al.17 undertook an
exploration of the performance of chemically pre-lithiated lignin
(Li-lig) in the application of LIB anodes. The Li-lig was facilely fab-
ricated through reacting lignin with LiOH at room temperature in
ethanol solution for 24 h. After washing and ball-milling, the
product was obtained. The CvO group and the benzene ring with
abundant CvC bonds were activated to be appropriate accommo-
dation sites for lithium intercalation/deintercalation through the
“superlithiation” transport mechanism (Fig. 6f). In situ FTIR
measurement confirmed the mechanism. As illustrated in Fig. 6g,
the CvC bands at 1590 cm−1 and CvO bands at 1670 cm−1

became weaker when discharged to 0.01 V, in contrast to when
fully charged to 2.0 V. The effective use of multiple energy storage
sites was helpful to improve the conductive activity of lignin itself,
thus improving the electrode performance. As a result, the Li-lig//
LiFePO4 full battery with organic electrolyte maintained a capacity
of 119 mA h g−1 at 1 C, and 94.4% capacity retention after 400
cycles, and the cycling performance exceeded that of the Lig anode
and carbon cloth anode (Li@CC) (Fig. 6h).

Lignin-derived organic compound electrodes have been suc-
cessfully applied in the most widely used ESDs. The comparison
of various electrodes on compositions, potentials, specific
capacities and cycling stabilities were listed in Table 2. However,
how to simultaneously achieve a high energy density and rate
performance remains a critical challenge, mainly restricted by
the ineffective electrical and ion-transporting structure.63 In the
future, the depolarization of ions and charge transfer on the
electrode material surface should be given priority.73

3. Binders

In the above section, we have fully discussed the feasibility of
lignin as an active electrode material. Another important com-

ponent that determines the electrochemical properties of the
electrode is the binder. The binder is utilized to adhere to all
the active materials in the electrode, as well as the electrode
and the current collector, thus profoundly affecting the struc-
ture and mechanical properties of the entire electrode.8 On top
of that, appropriate lignin-based/-derived binders should also
have several additional functions, such as the ability to with-
stand volume changes during the charge–discharge cycle and
good chemical stability while maintaining the energy density
of the battery.74,75 At present, lignin-based/-derived binders are
mainly reported in lithium batteries.

3.1. Lignin-based macromolecular binders

The commonly-used binders in lithium batteries include poly-
vinylidene difluoride (PVDF) and water-soluble ones such as
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), sodium alginate (SA), etc.
PVDF is an effective binder choice for most intercalation-based
electrodes. Despite its weak flexibility, it embeds the ability to
interact with active materials to stabilize their interfaces with
the liquid electrolyte.76 As for water-soluble binders, the
caboxylic-group-containing CMC and SA could effectively form
a stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer, while the single
type of functional group makes them lack diversified func-
tions.77 Lignin with abundant phenolic groups and sulfonate
groups can regulate ion-deposition behavior, which is antici-
pated to govern the interface formation and control the side
effects during battery operation.

In terms of the cathode, technical lignin could be directly
used as a water-soluble binder.47 Ma and his co-workers firstly
used AL aqueous solutions as a binder for a LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4

(LNMO) cathode to achieve high-voltage 5.0 V LIBs.78 First-
principle simulations by density functional theory revealed
that due to the existence of rich phenol groups, the capture
energy of free radicals for lignin (3.37 eV) was stronger than
that of PVDF (0.29 eV). So, AL could effectively scavenge the
free radicals, which was the decomposition product of the
organic electrolyte, while PVDF didn’t have that feature
(Fig. 7a). This was helpful to construct a smooth, regular and
compact multi-dimensional cathode electrolyte interphase
(CEI) and SEI (Fig. 7b). Consequently, the interphase impe-
dance and electron transfer impedance of the lignin/LNMO

Table 2 Summary of the electrochemical performances of lignin-derived organic electrode materials in rechargeable batteries

Cathode Anode Electrolyte components
Potential
(V)

Specific capacity
(mA h g−1) Capacity retention Ref.

PPy/LS Zn ZnAc2 in (50 wt% choline acetate + 50 wt% water) −0.4–1.1 130 (0.2 A g−1) ∼16.7% (200 cycles) 67
DSLS/C Pt 0.1 M HClO4 −0.2–0.75 38 (0.25 A g−1) 69% (2200 cycles) 31
L–C P–C PAAK water-in-polymer salt electrolyte −1.6–1.5 35 (0.1 A g−1) 51% (2400 cycles) 71
PEDOTLignin80/20 Na EMImFSI: NaFSI (20 mol%) 1.5–3.9 70 (0.02 A g−1) 94% (100 cycles) 65
Li-lig LiFePO4 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC/EMC (1 : 1 : 1, v/v/v) + 1 wt% FEC 2.5–3.8 135 (0.5 C) 81.8% (180 cycles) 17
LNMO + lignin powder Graphite 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1 : 1, v/v) 3.5–5.0 110.8 (1 C) 94.1% (1000 cycles) 78
Li Sulfur + LA/LSS 1 M LiTFSI + 0.1 M LiNO3 in DME/DOL (v/v = 1 : 1) 1.7–2.7 661 (1.68 A g−1) 60% (100 cycles) 80
Li Sulfur + LSCa 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME (1 : 1, v/v) + 1 wt% LiNO3 1.7–2.8 571 (5 C) 33.3% (500 cycles) 81
Li Si + PAL-NaPAA 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC/EMC (1 : 1 : 1, v/v/v) 0.01–1.0 1914 (0.84 A g−1) N/A 82
Li LiFePO4 + LPG LPGP10 0–5.0 140 (0.1 C) 99.2% (100 cycles) 83

FEC = fluoroethylene carbonate.
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electrode was much smaller than that of PVDF counterparts
even after 1000 cycles (Fig. 7c left). The electrochemical pro-
perties of the as-assembled half-cell far exceeded those using
commercial PVDF binders, as testified by its 99.5% coulombic
efficiency and 110.8 mA h g−1 specific capacity after 1000
cycles at 1 C.

Apart from hydrophobic phenolic groups, sulfonate groups
were also demonstrated to be beneficial to binder perform-
ance. As an anionic surfactant, sulfonate-containing LS could
be dispersed homogeneously in water and was used as water-
based binders for lithium–sulfur Li–S batteries composed of a
lithium metal anode and sulfur composite cathode. When dis-
charged, lithium anodes were oxidized into Li+, transferred
into the electrolyte and S cathode, and reduced to lithium
sulfite. When charged, lithium sulfite could be oxidized to S
and release Li+ back to the anode. In this process, a complex
reaction of S could result in the production of polysulfide. The
crossover of polysulfide from cathode to anode, which is the
notorious shuttle effect, is one of the main culprits causing

the capacity decline of Li–S batteries.79 Jeon et al.80 discovered
that lignosulfonate salt (LSS) solution could function as a
decent binder to alleviate the shuttle effect faced by the sulfur
electrodes of Li–S batteries. To highlight the important role of
sulfonate groups, they compared the electrochemical perform-
ance of LSS with KL (rich in –SH groups) and CMC (abundant
negatively charged –COO−). It was demonstrated that the large
amount of negatively charged sulfonate groups in the LSS
could attract Li+ electrostatically to increase the rate of
lithium-ion conduction and repel polar lithium polysulfides.
Therefore, LSS-containing glass fiber filter paper was harder
for polysulfide solution to infiltrate compared with CMC- and
KL-containing ones (Fig. 7d), signifying its great potential for
shuttle effect suppression. When using LSS as a binder, the
commercial LA133 (a kind of aqueous dispersion of acryloni-
trile multipolymer) electrode performed better lithium ionic
conductivity (Fig. 7c right) and cycling lifespan than LA/KL
and LA/CMC. With a high mass loading of 3.2 mg cm−2, it still
provided an areal capacity of 1.55 mA h cm−2 at a current

Fig. 7 Lignin-based/-derived binders for lithium-based batteries. (a) Diagrammatic illustration of the free radical scavenging ability of lignin (top)
and PVDF (bottom). (b) Schematic illustrations of CEI film formation processes based on a lignin binder and PVDF binder. Reproduced with per-
mission.78 Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Impedance spectra of fully-discharged lignin- and PVDF-based electrodes after long-
term cycling (left). Reproduced with permission.78 Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry. Plots of the lithium ionic conductivity of each
polymer when mixed with lithium salt at 25 °C (right) (LA: LA133 binder). Reproduced with permission.80 Copyright 2019, American Chemical
Society. (d) Photograph of a polysulfide repulsion test using pristine glass fiber filter (denoted as X) and polymer-soaked glass fiber filters with CMC,
KL, and LSS solution, respectively. (PS: polysulfide). Reproduced with permission.80 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. (e) A schematic
configuration of all-solid-state lithium metal battery in this study (LPGP10: the solid electrolyte contains 10 wt% PEGDE). Reproduced with per-
mission.83 Copyright 2020, WILEY-VCH. (f ) SEM images of CMC and PAL-NaPAA electrodes at different magnifications, respectively. Reproduced
with permission.82 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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density of 0.2 C after 100 cycles. Wu’s group further uncovered
the working mechanism of LSS for shuttle effect inhibition.81

It was ascribed to the better adsorption ability of sulfonate
groups with electron-rich oxygen with lone pairs, which con-
fined polysulfide by forming Li–O bonds. Among various LSS,
calcium lignosulfonates (LSCa) had the best adhesion prop-
erty, and the assembled electrode maintained an areal capacity
of 4.16 mA h cm−2 for 100 cycles.

3.2. Lignin-derived graft macromolecular binders

It should be noted that although lignins are electrochemically
stable as binders, their molecular weights (500–50 000) are
much lower than conventional binders and thus cannot
provide sufficient viscosity.47 Therefore, some researchers
explored the grafting copolymerization of lignin to manufac-
ture higher molecular weight binders. Because of the complex
structure of lignin, when grafted with a linear polymer chain,
the product will turn into a non-linear structure. Such a struc-
tural evolution makes the binder able to endure a certain
volume expansion of the electrode. By using a graft polymeriz-
ation method, Luo et al.82 developed a novel, non-linear, high-
performance lignin-sodium polyacrylate (PAL-NaPAA) binder
which was adapted to the fume microsilica (SiMP) anode of
LIBs. They first grafted polyacrylonitrile (PAN) chains onto
lignin fragments through free radical copolymerization. Then,
by virtue of an alkaline hydrolysis step, –CN groups were trans-
formed to –COO−, which greatly improved the compatibility of
the PAL-NaPAA with the SiMP electrodes. The PAL-NaPAA-
bonded SiMP anode could effectively grab free crushed silicon
units during cycling and alleviate the volume-change-induced
peeling of active materials. That is, the employment of
PAL-NaPAA as the binder could completely solve the limited
cycling durability issue encountered by the anode using tra-
ditional CMC binders. The scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image comparison of the anodes before and after
cycling using the two binders showed that there were fewer
cracks on the anode surface using PAL-NaPAA (Fig. 7f). The
maintenance of the continuous and intimate contact was
ascribed to the unique properties of the as-developed new
binder. The PAL-NaPAA/SiMP (silicon loading ∼0.8 mg) elec-
trode assembled LIBs could be stably cycled for 940 cycles and
maintained 800 mA h g−1 specific capacity at 840 mA g−1, far
exceeding the CMC electrode that underwent apparent capacity
decay after only 250 cycles.

Jeong and his research group synthesized a star-shaped
lignin-derived multifunctional macromolecular binder by
grafting ion-conducting and cross-linkable moieties to the
lignin center.83 This was achieved via a well-defined synthetic
route with simple chemical modification and atom transfer
radical polymerization (ATRP). The chemical modification
brought lignin brominated functional groups, leading to a
multi-arm macroinitiator for the subsequent ATRP. FTIR and
THF solubility tests demonstrated that flexible poly(ethylene
glycol) methyl ether (PEGMA) and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA)
chains were successively anchored onto bulk lignin core upon
ATRP under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. The resultant macro-

molecular network with cross-linking displayed high mechani-
cal stability even at high temperatures whereas the chain mobi-
lity was maintained. Such specific architecture of the as-pre-
pared star polymer LPG was beneficial for ionic conduction,
enabling it to serve as an excellent binder. It was assembled
with poly(ethylene glycol) dioxalyl ether (PEGDE), a solid elec-
trolyte of which the flexible ion-conducting polyethylene glycol
(PEG) chain could promote ionic conductivity and mechanical
integrity. Compared with the conventional liquid electrolyte-
Celgard system, LPG provided a facile ion conduction pathway
and efficiently suppressed lithium dendrite growth during
cycling. On this account, all-solid-state lithium metal batteries
(Fig. 7e) with a satisfactory cycling lifespan at high tempera-
tures were obtained (150 mA h g−1 after 50 cycles at 60 °C).

In brief, lignin-involved binders are mainly used in LIBs,
which could be divided into lignin-based binders and lignin-
derived graft macromolecular binders. The former mainly uti-
lized the functional groups of lignin itself to achieve goals
such as free radical scavenging, repulsion of polysulfides, etc.
They have the advantages of a convenient and environmentally
friendly manufacturing process. However, the molecular
weight of lignin is greatly affected by factors such as manufac-
turing methods and raw material sources, bringing insufficient
viscosity. In contrast, lignin-derived binders present a larger,
homogenous and nonlinear structure by grafting functional
polymers, which endows the electrode with structural and
thermal stability. Besides, pollution can be avoided by apply-
ing UV irradiation to initiate polymerization. In addition, it is
a promising development direction for lignin-derived binders
to be used in aqueous batteries.

4. Electrolytes

Electrolytes are one of the most influential components in the
performance of ESDs, since the synergistic effect between the
electrodes and electrolytes would profoundly affect the per-
formance of the electrode and even the whole device, both for
organic and aqueous systems.84 Electrolyte modulation can
regulate a series of important factors involved in the energy
storage courses, like the electrochemical stability window, the
redox routes, the rate ability and the formation of an SEI or
CEI (a decisive factor of the cycling stability of ESDs).85–87 In
recent years, electrolyte formulation has been identified as a
common, effective way to optimize the performance of various
ESDs, either by altering the main electrolyte component or
adding some functional additives. Taking advantage of its rich
polar functional groups which could compound with commer-
cial synthetic polymers and metal salts effectively, lignin has
been also utilized to tailor the electrolyte properties of various
ESDs.

4.1. Liquid electrolyte formulation

Admiring the environmental friendliness feature of lignin,
Mukhopadhyay et al.48 directly used 0.1 M LS aqueous solution
as an anolyte to build flow batteries (Fig. 8a). The anolyte rea-
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lized energy storage based on the redox reaction of Q/QH2,
similar to the application of lignin in organic electrodes. There
were various advantages for lignin to serve as the anolyte. The
high content of phenol groups ensured a sufficient concen-
tration of the active substance, contributing to energy density
improvement. The redox reaction stably went through multiple
cycles without any activity decline in acidic conditions. The
low molecular weight of lignin led to a low viscosity that
reduced the electrolytic crossover, ensuring high-capacity
retention. Based on above merits, the assembled full cell com-
posed of an LS anolyte and Br2/Br

− catholyte could operate at
an ultra-high current density of 20 mA cm−2 (Fig. 8b), with
polarization resistance as low as 15.1 Ohm cm−2 (Fig. 8c) and
voltage efficiency of up to 85% at low current densities.

Lignin could also work as a functional additive to tailor the
physiochemical properties of regular electrolytes, thereby mod-
ulating the energy storage behaviors of ESDs. Lota et al.88

found that the presence of sulfonic groups in LS enabled it to
strongly adsorb on carbon electrodes and to behave as redox
active films after initial oxidation (assignable to quinone-type
moieties). When 5 g L−1 LS was added to 1 M H2SO4 electro-
lyte, the overall capacitance of the supercapacitors underwent
a sharp rise owing to LS-induced pseudo-capacitive effects.
They selected two kinds of LS material with different mole-
cular masses (8000 and 42 700 g mol−1, denoted as LS1 and
LS2 respectively) for further investigation. The results showed
that LS2 gave better specific capacities than LS1 when employ-
ing a less porous carbon as an electrode. The relative capaci-
tance increased by 4.5% after 5000 charge/discharge cycles at 1
A g−1. In addition to its role in ion storage, lignin could also

work as an effective corrosion inhibitor for the Zn metal, bene-
fitting from its hydrophobic main chain and abundant hydro-
philic groups (i.e., sulfonic group and phenolic hydroxyl).
Zhou et al.89 reported that the addition of 0.02% LS to 2 M
ZnSO4 + 0.2 M MnSO4 aqueous solution could improve the
ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, confine the 2D planar
diffusion of Zn2+ ions at the interface, lower the nucleation
overpotential of Zn2+ ions, inhibit side reactions and suppress
the corrosion of the Zn surface (Fig. 8d). In this way, zinc den-
drites and side reactions were effectively prohibited. The Zn//
Zn symmetric cell with LS-modified electrolytes delivered a
long lifespan of 1200 h under a large areal specific capacity of
4 mA h cm−2 (Fig. 8e), while the cell assembled without LS was
broken during cycling due to the harsh corrosion of Zn metal.
Consequently, the Zn//α-MnO2 full battery with 0.02% LS elec-
trolyte additive exhibited a capacity of 146 mA h g−1 at 1 A g−1

after 1000 cycles.

4.2. Gel electrolyte development

As a natural biopolymer with multiple hydrophilic or hydro-
phobic functional groups, lignin is a good candidate for gel
fabrication. There are two major ways to transform lignin-
based materials into gels, one of which is physical cross-
linking. The steps of this approach are as follows. First, select
an appropriate solvent for different types of technical lignin
species which are generally dissolved in water or organic sol-
vents. Second, use a convenient solution casting method to
provide physically crosslinked gel electrolytes where the main
chains interact by physical entanglement and intertwining,
like hydrogen bonds or polar bonds.90 The key factor of this

Fig. 8 Lignin-based liquid electrolyte formulation for rechargeable batteries. (a) Schematic of the lignin flow battery system assembly. (b) The plot
of cell voltage vs. time at various current densities of the lignin flow battery. (c) Polarization curve of the lignin flow battery during charge and dis-
charge at various current densities. Reproduced with permission.48 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic illustration of the
zinc deposition with and without LS electrolyte additive. (e) Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of Zn//Zn cells with and without 0.02% LS at
4 mA cm−2 and 4 mA h cm−2 where the insets show the photographs of the cells before and after cycling. Reproduced with permission.89 Copyright
2020, WILEY-VCH.
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method is to formulate suitable solutions that could help over-
come the difficulty of lignin gelation. The other method is
chemical crosslinking. Through a chemical grafting method, a
chemically crosslinked gel electrolyte could be provided, where
different types of main chain are chemically covalently bonded
to each other. The key factor of this method is to select an
appropriate functional graft that enriches the product pro-
perties such as gel robustness, ionic conductivity, etc.

4.2.1. Physically crosslinked gel electrolytes. Gong et al.91

first synthesized lignin-based gel electrolyte (GE) by a solution
casting method using lignin gran fiber as raw material. It was
the first time that this convenient method was proposed in the
fabrication of lignin-based ionic-conductive gel, and it was
widely applied in the subsequent studies. The fabrication
process was as follows. First, commercial gran lignin fiber was
directly dissolved in water to get the slurry, and then the slurry
was placed in a glass plate and heated to 60 °C for 6 h to get
the dry membrane. Finally, to further improve ionic conduc-
tivity, the membrane must be immersed in the EC/DMC/EMC
(ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate/ethyl methyl carbon-
ate) mixed electrolyte for sufficient time to get the final
product GE. The capacity of the Li//GE//LiFePO4 full battery
approached its theoretical value of 129 mA h g−1 at 1.5 C. The
authors pointed out that cutting lignin fibers into smaller
cross-sections could improve the liquid uptake ability and
therefore further enhance the conduction efficiency. Using the
as-developed solution casting method, Song et al.92 prepared
gel electrolyte from commercial lignocellulose (LC) for Li–S
batteries and explored the correlation between the fiber length
of the LC and the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. LC
fibers were separated into 5 kinds of length range (>300 µm,
150–300 µm, 75–150 µm, 50–75 µm and <50 µm). It was experi-
mentally verified that the smaller the LC fiber length, the
lower the liquid electrolyte absorption value, the lower the
ionic conductivity either. Resulting from the 3D mesh inter-
weave structure with cavities, GPE with an appropriate
150–300 μm fiber length (namely G2) exhibited excellent pro-
perties including mechanical integrity, lithium transference
efficacy, thermal stability, et al. In spite of these general pro-
perties, it could also restrain the shuttle effect. When the as-
prepared G2 was applied to a Li–S full battery, a stable passiva-
tion layer was grown on the electrode surface (Fig. 9a) and
hydrogen bonds were formed between the polysulfides and LC
matrix (Fig. 9b). The dissolution of the polysulfide was thus
greatly alleviated and the shuttle effect was well inhibited.
Accordingly, the specific capacity of the assembled Li//G2//S
full battery was 304.4 mA h g−1 at 80 mA g−1 after 100 cycles,
but the Li//liquid electrolyte//S one maintained only 15.5 mA h
g−1 caused by the active material loss (Fig. 9d).

Apart from fiber length, the porosity of the gel electrolyte
far-reachingly impacted the liquid uptake ability. Qiu et al.93

compared the electrochemical performance of lignocellulosic
neutral hydrogel (LC-FD) as a supercapacitor electrolyte pre-
pared by solution casting and freeze-drying methods. In con-
trast to the one obtained by solution casting alone, the gel
sample treated by freeze-drying embedded more porosity and a

larger specific surface area, integrating self-supporting capa-
bility, lifted electrolyte uptake and improved ionic conduc-
tivity. It could be seen from optical images that the LC-FD
exhibited a much higher liquid adsorption ability than the LC
membrane (Fig. 9e). More importantly, in this case, water
molecules were stable in hydrogel electrolyte as oxygen-con-
taining functional groups in the LC-FD film could form hydro-
gen bonds with water molecules in the solvated shell (Fig. 9c).
The confined reactivity of water extended the electrochemical
stability window of this gel electrolyte, presenting a decent per-
formance even at high voltages. The supercapacitor assembled
with LC-FD-Li2SO4 gel electrolyte operated correctly at 1.8 V,
delivering an energy density of 16.08 W h kg−1 and a power
density of 225.25 W kg−1, much higher than the maximum
energy density of the liquid electrolyte-based supercapacitor.
The gel electrolytes fabricated by solution casting methods
generally suffered from insufficient mechanical properties.
The addition of film-forming agents, such as polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO),
poly(ethylene carbonate) (PEC), etc. in the manufacturing
process was an effective way to circumvent this problem. For
instance, Liu et al.94 selected silanization-modified AL and
PVP as raw materials to prepare a final gel electrolyte product
through a solution casting method. After graft modification of
the AL, the PVP and modified lignin were strongly combined
by hydrogen bonds. It could be clearly seen from SEM images
that PVP filled the gaps of the lignin cellosilk (Fig. 9f). When
the PVP content was 22 wt%, the dense structure elevated the
maximum stress of the membrane to 7.27 MPa, which
increased by 670% more than that of bare lignin. However, the
stress was weakened when the PVP content exceeded 22 wt%.
Under this circumstance, the as-prepared gel electrolyte led to
a full battery with a capacity of 117 mA h g−1 at 1 C.

Even though the film-forming agent reinforced the mechan-
ical properties, the ionic conductivity of the resultant gel elec-
trolytes was usually unsatisfactory, demanding further
improvement of the solution casting process. In this context,
Shabanov and his research team combined sulfonated- and
subsequent chlorinated-lignin with PVA to prepare a mono-
ionic conductive gel electrolyte (GE-LS-Cl) for lithium bat-
teries.95 Chloro-lignosulfonic acid (LS-Cl), the product after
two-step modification of the original lignin, was neutralized by
0.1 M LiOH solution to induce the pre-absorption of lithium
ions on lignin. The product was mixed with PVA, dissolved in
DMSO, and then used as the solution for the GE-LS-Cl prepa-
ration. A semi-empirical PM3 method investigation uncovered
that, compared with unmodified and single-sulfonated lignin,
LS-Cl after two-step modification had greater molecular
polarity and more active sites for lithium-ion transport. These
properties provided the GE-LS-Cl electrolyte with the ability for
predominant cationic conductivity. Thus, the lithium-ion
transport number tLi+ of the LS-Cl GE was 0.89, far exceeding
commercial Celgard 2730 membrane (0.27). In addition to
chemical modification, the chemical structure of the lignin
could also be altered by changing the lignin extraction
process. Liu et al.96 proposed a novel lignin extraction process
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called simultaneous enzymatic saccharification and comminu-
tion (SESC). The electrolyte sample was prepared firstly by a
simple solution casting method using SESC lignin powder and
PEC mixed acetonitrile solution to get a pre-mixed solid.
Secondly, the pre-mixed solid underwent hot drying, mixing,
hot-pressing and cold-pressing to obtain the final composite
electrolytes (CE) film. The as-prepared lignin had free radical
scavenging activity originating from the guaiacol groups of the
SESC lignin, which simultaneously weakened the Li+ coordi-
nation with the polymer chains and facilitated fast ion
migration. As a result, the content of 0.1% SESC lignin
increased the conductivity of the lignin-containing CE (namely
PC-lig CE) by three orders of magnitude, which improved two
orders of magnitude in the PEO-based CE fabricated by the
same methods (Fig. 9g).

With the deepening of the research, the solution casting
method had been further simplified. By adjusting the solution
formula, the casting step could be completed at room tempera-
ture to construct polyelectrolyte gel electrolyte products, which

enabled high-capacity and long-life ESDs. Lignin-based poly-
electrolyte gels were synthesized by the action of various elec-
tric charges. In the case of chitosan and cellulose-derived bio-
materials, the hydroxyl groups would only complex with metal
ions like Cu2+,97,98 while in the case of lignin, its catechol
groups could serve as redox active sites for metal ions.10,99 So,
using a metal-based polymerization catalyst, the lignin macro-
molecular self-catalytic system would provide a fast gelation
process, thus forming a robust gel under ambient tempera-
ture.100 As a proof of concept, Wang et al.101 fabricated lignin-
derived ionic gel (DGel-Fe1L0.5) to serve as a supercapacitor
electrolyte. They utilized the dynamic redox reaction between
the lignin catechol group and Fe2(SO4)3 to catalyze the
polymerization of acrylic acid within a deep eutectic solvent
(DES) which is composed of betaine and ethylene glycol. The
instant cross-linking process provided a large number of ions
and hydrogen bonds between DES, polyacrylic acid (PAA) and
lignin, ensuring the ionic gel’s conductivity and stretchability
(Fig. 10a). On this account, the as-prepared gel DGel-Fe1L0.5

Fig. 9 Lignin-based physically cross-linked gel electrolyte. Schematic illustration of (a) the immobilization mechanism for polysulfides within a Li/
liquid electrolyte/S (upper left, upper right) and Li/G2/S (lower left, lower right) cell at the initial state (upper left, lower left) and after charge–dis-
charge cycles (upper right, lower right), and (b) the hydrogen bonding between H–O and part of the polysulfides (–SO4, –SO3 and –SO2) on the
surface of GPE contact with sulfur cathode. Reproduced with permission.92 Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (c) Schematic diagram of the liquid electro-
lyte (upper) and hydrogel electrolyte (bottom). Reproduced with permission.93 Copyright 2020, Elsevier Ltd. (d) Cycling performances of a Li/LE/S
cell and Li/G2/S cell. Reproduced with permission.92 Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (e) Optical image of an LC membrane (upper left), LC-FD mem-
brane (upper right), LC membrane-based hydrogel electrolyte LC-Li2SO4 (lower left) and LC-FD membrane-based hydrogel electrolyte
LC-FD-Li2SO4 (lower right). Reproduced with permission.93 Copyright 2020, Elsevier Ltd. (f ) SEM micrographs of lignin (top) and lignin-PVP (bottom)
membranes at different magnifications, respectively. Reproduced with permission.94 Copyright 2018, Springer. (g) Plots of the temperature depen-
dence of ionic conductivity for PEO-lig CE (left) and PC-lig CE (right). Reproduced with permission.96 Copyright 2022, The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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with a decent mass ratio of Fe3+ and lignin was flexible at
−50 °C (Fig. 10b). When it was employed as an electrolyte, the
assembled flexible quasi-solid supercapacitor saw 89.2%
capacity retention after 3000 cycles (51.4 F g−1 capacity at 0.5 A
g−1).

In the above polyelectrolyte synthesis process, the charge
was supplied through the DES and catalyst. Another way to
provide charge was to directly charge the lignin, which facili-
tated the construction of the polyelectrolytes. Xu et al.102

chemically modified the phenolic hydroxyl of KL by graft copo-
lymerization and the product was denoted as QKL. The QKL/
FS mixture was obtained by mixing FS solution with QKL solu-
tion and filtering, where QKL and FS interacted by an electro-
static and hydrogen-bonding effect (Fig. 10c). Then, the
mixture was utilized as an additive to a reference aqueous elec-
trolyte (RAE) (2 M ZnSO4 + 0.2 M MnSO4) for the preparation
of the gel electrolyte. The zinc dendrite formation issue con-
fronted by the RAE no longer occurred in the case of the gel
electrolyte (Fig. 10d), which slowed down the deterioration rate
of the Zn anode. The Zn//MnO2 rechargeable battery contain-
ing 6% QKL/FS-2 gel electrolyte (the mass proportion of QKL
to FS was 2) retained 106.2 mA h g−1 after 3000 cycles at 1.5 A
g−1, more than 2 times higher than that in unmodified RAE
(Fig. 10e).

4.2.2. Chemically crosslinked gel electrolytes. The physio-
chemical properties of gel electrolytes prepared by the solution
casting method are highly dependent on the solution formu-
lation rather than the lignin nature. This phenomenon is
determined by the fact that lignin itself is not easy to gelati-
nize. Through grafting reactions, PEG and its derivatives, like
PEGDGE, could be chemically grafted to the skeleton of lignin.

The introduction of specific functional groups can greatly
improve the compatibility of lignin derivatives with water and
organic solvents, promote the cross-linking reaction and thus
facilitate the formation of gel.

How to connect bulk lignin with long chain polymers was a
vital problem in the synthesis of chemically crosslinked gel
electrolytes. Liu and his team functionalized lignin and PEG
respectively, aiming at accessing the chemically active sites
that trigger the photo-redox thiolene reaction to link the two
polymers.103 The pre-functionalization process included the
conversion of the hydroxyl groups of lignin to alkene and the
addition of thiol groups to PEG through esterification. The
final product, lignin-graft-PEG 2000, derived from the chemi-
cal reaction of the two pre-functionalized materials, presented
as a dark brown slurry solid containing 34% lignin. When
mixed with lithium bis-trifluoromethanesulfonimide (LiTFSI),
it demonstrated a decent ionic conductivity that could be
applied in a solid electrolyte field. Although the study did not
employ the electrolyte to the assembly of a full battery, it did
verify the possibility of building novel polymer electrolytes by
grafting and copolymerization of lignin through chemical
reactions.

In the above study, the modification reaction of PEG itself
increased the complexity of the whole synthesis process. To
simplify the procedure, researchers chose chemically reactive
PEGDGE as an alternative to PEG. Park and his research team
firstly synthesized AL-graft-PEGDGE hydrogel electrolyte by
one-step alkali-catalyzed ring-opening polymerization.104 At
both ends of the PEGDGE, a phenoxy nucleophile formed a
crosslinking structure from the attack of the primary terminal
of the less blocked epoxide. The cross-linked networks of the

Fig. 10 Lignin-based/-derived physically cross-linked gel electrolyte. (a) Structural characteristics of the DES gel. (b) Photos of the bending of the
gel at room temperature and −50 °C. Reproduced with permission.101 Copyright 2021, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Chemical structure of the
as-prepared QKL/FS. (d) SEM images of the corresponding zinc anodes. (e) The charge/discharge curves of the batteries with the RAE and 6% QKL/
FS-2 at a current density of 1.5 A g−1 in 3000 cycles. Reproduced with permission.102 Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society.
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hydrogel ensured high ionic conductivity (10.35 mS cm−1) and
mechanical robustness (523% of swelling ratio). The super-
capacitor composed of a lignin-derived hydrogel and lignin/
PAN electrospun free-standing electrodes (Fig. 11a) showed
excellent cycling ability, maintaining 95% of its initial capaci-
tance over 10 000 cycles. The mechanical properties and con-
ductivity are currently the main concerns of lignin-derived gel
electrolytes. Based on the concept of stiffening to provide
better mechanical properties, Liu et al.105 took advantage of
the pH responsiveness characteristic of this gel, and formu-
lated double-crosslinked hydrogel (DC) electrolytes for super-
capacitors.106 Using the same chemical crosslinking method
developed by Park et al., a further step of physical crosslinking
was applied by introducing H2SO4 solution treatment. The DC
had a denser network structure compared with single-cross-
linked hydrogel (SC) (Fig. 11b). A smaller pore size in DC seen
from SEM was believed to be beneficial for avoiding stress con-
centration and crack propagation, which resulted in a signifi-
cantly improved compression stress of 4.74 MPa. Composed of
the hybrid DC hydrogel electrolyte and PANI electrode, the
supercapacitor was able to maintain high capacitance under a
severe compression strain and after various bending angles
owing to the flexibility of the electrolytes. This supercapacitor
was suitable for flexible device scenarios. In order to increase
the energy density of flexible SCs, Mondal et al.107 provided a
highly conductive gel LSNa-PEGDGE hydrogel using the same
chemical crosslinking reaction.108 By further immersing the
hydrogel in 1.25 M FeCl3 solution for 10 min, Fe3+ chelated
with sulfonic, catechol, phenolic hydroxyl and carboxyl groups
in the lignin, improving the ionic conductivity up to 66.9 mS
cm−1 (Fig. 11c). Thus, the SC assembled with such gel electro-

lyte showed both excellent cycling stability (94.1% capacitance
retention rate after 10 000 continuous charge–discharge cycles)
and energy density (26.73 W h kg−1).

Apart from supercapacitors, lignin/PEGDGE electrolyte had
a variety of application scenarios in ESDs. de Haro et al.109

explored its application in photovoltaic device aqueous dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). They firstly oxidized KL using
the Fenton reaction, with the purpose of increasing the
content of phenolic hydroxyl that favors the crosslinking reac-
tion. The higher the amount of PEGDGE in the formulation,
the more flexible segments there were in the three-dimen-
sional polymeric network and the higher the ionic transpor-
tation ability. Lignin had a UV-protection behavior in DSSCs,
which protected photosensitive molecular dyes from photo-
induced degradation by absorbing high-energy photons. Based
on the structural stability of PEGDGE and the light resistance
of lignin, the quasi solid-state lignin/PEGDGE electrolyte led to
a DSSC device with decent cycling stability under UV-Vis light,
especially compared with the carboxymethylcellulose electro-
lyte assembled one. The chemically crosslinked gel electrolytes
also had the prospect of being used in rocking-chair batteries.
Trano et al.110 used pre-oxidized kraft lignin (OxL)/PEGDGE
crosslinking film soaked with an ethylene carbonate (EC)/
diethyl carbonate (DEC) composite electrolyte to serve as a
GPE in potassium batteries. The pre-oxidized lignin matrix
with an ethoxylated difunctional oligomer promoted a good
adaptation to solvated potassium salts. Under this circum-
stance, the potassium metal cell had a wide voltage window (4
V) and delivered a capacity of 168 mA h g−1 at 0.05 A g−1.

For lignin-based/-derived electrolytes, the basic physico-
chemical properties such as ionic conductivity and mechanical

Fig. 11 Lignin-derived chemically cross-linked gel electrolyte. (a) Experimental scheme of the fabrication of an all-solid-state flexible super-
capacitor based on a lignin hydrogel electrolyte and lignin/PAN carbon nanofiber electrode. Reproduced with permission.104 Copyright 2019, The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Schematic illustration of a renewable double-crosslinked lignin hydrogel formed via a sequential chemical cross-
linking and physical crosslinking strategy, which could be an excellent hydrogel electrolyte to be used in highly compressible and foldable super-
capacitors. Reproduced with permission.105 Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd. (c) Schematic illustration of the preparation of the LSNa-PEGDGE hydrogel
along with impregnation of Fe3+. Reproduced with permission.107 Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society.
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strength, compression stress et al. have surpassed those of
some commercial materials. In future directions, from the per-
spective of liquid additives, the mass transfer behavior of
lignin in large and small ESDs should be considered, since it
affects the mass transfer efficiency in liquid electrolytes. In
terms of the physically crosslinked hydrogel electrolytes, a
stable ultra-thin electrolyte is expected to be constructed to
meet the need for high energy density and flexible devices. For
chemically crosslinked hydrogel electrolytes, more environ-
mentally friendly grafted materials could be considered so as
to achieve both distinguished properties and the purpose of
waste recycling.

5. Separator modifications

The separator, a significant component that electrically iso-
lates the cathode and anode to avoid short-circuits, plays a key
role in assuring the safe operation of ESDs. As the separator
also provides the necessary channels for the transport of ionic
charge carriers between the two electrodes, the efficiency and
cycling life of the ESDs depends on its intrinsic properties.
Besides, it determines the cost of the cell to a great extent.111

In the case of aqueous batteries, a separator should be electro-
chemically stable under various pH conditions while beneficial
for the interface chemistry.112 For lithium batteries, a separa-
tor should avoid the electrochemical abuse, thermal abuse
and mechanical abuse that may trigger safety concerns by
internal heat generation.113 In Li–S batteries, particularly, the
inhibition of the shuttle effect, the main problem that leads to
the irreversible loss of active materials and rapid capacity
degradation, should be addressed.114 Lignin-based/-derived
materials have been applied for separator modification in the
form of membranes and membrane coatings in ESDs, includ-
ing both aqueous and organic devices.

5.1. Aqueous device membranes

As the first and most mature separators for hydrous alkaline
batteries, ion exchange membranes are frequently used in
aqueous ESDs.115 Among numerous candidates, Nafion rep-
resents the most widely applied proton exchange mem-
branes but the high price severely limited its further practi-
cal application. To tackle this problem, there are two main
solutions. First, introduce some functional materials with a
lower price for composition membrane fabrication. Second,
replace the Nafion with other cheap proton-exchange
membranes.

It has been reported that the hybridization of cheap lignin
with Nafion could reduce the cost but simultaneously main-
tain or even optimize the electrochemical performance of
ESDs. Inspired by the fact that the protection of the Zn anode
surface by LS was able to induce homogeneous Zn deposition
in ZIBs, Yuan et al.116,117 synthesized an LS/Nafion composite
separator by a re-casting method using N,N-dimethyl-
formamide as solvent, whose structure could be seen in
Fig. 12a. The lignin-Zn2+ interface as SEI effectively protected

the Zn surface. It could be seen from the SEM images that a
lateral zinc hydroxide layer was present on the Zn surface after
1000 cycles, while perpendicular zinc deposition was found on
the Zn surface when using glassy fiber (Fig. 12b). It had been
confirmed that a horizontal orientation had a relatively dense
stacking structure.118,119 For the purpose of enriching the
water channels and conductivity, 10 wt% lignin was incorpor-
ated into the Nafion substrate, resulting in the lateral ZHS
layer favoring a grown Zn(100) direction and 410 h Zn||Zn sym-
metric cell cycling life better than the pure Nafion one (345 h)
(Fig. 12c).117,120,121 Besides, the LS/Nafion with enriched water
channels reduced the interfacial resistance (Rct) compared
with pure Nafion, resulting in the formation of a robust SEI.
Based on a well-regulated Zn anode surface, the Zn||
ZnSO4||β-MnO2 full battery remained a specific capacity of
236 mA h g−1 under a current density of 0.1 C.

In addition to metal batteries, lignin was also utilized as
separator modulators to prolong the lifespan of a vanadium
redox flow battery (VRFB), a device holding great potential for
large-scale energy storage. In this case, the redox activity of
vanadium ions is particularly vital for the energy efficiency of
the whole battery.122 Herein, a desirable separator should
possess high proton conductivity, low vanadium permeability,
excellent chemical and mechanical stability, and low cost.
Despite its high cost (almost 30–40% of the VRFB stack),
Nafion is still widely used in the VRFB system but it suffers
from a high permeability of vanadium ions due to its relatively
larger proton conduction channel size (∼1.5–5 nm) than the
hydrated multivalent vanadium ions (∼0.6 nm). Such an
inherent deficiency of Nafion causes a severe self-discharge
and poor cycling stability of the VRFB. To extend the cycle life
of the VRFB, by simple solution blending and casting, Ye
et al.123 prepared a cost-competitive and eco-friendly Nafion/
lignin composite membrane to serve as the separator. The
rational incorporation of lignin with abundant hydroxyl
groups into the Nafion matrix not only enlarged the size of the
proton conduction channels, but also lowered the vanadium
ion permeation. Among the numerous samples in Fig. 12d,
the rNafion/L5 membrane (mass content of lignin was 5%)
experienced the smallest swelling ratio, which indicated a
dimension stability, and possessed the lowest VO2+ per-
meability, accompanied by decent ionic conductivity. It per-
formed the best to tackle the aforementioned self-discharge
and poor cycling stability issues, highlighting the shining
characteristic of lignin for modulating the physiochemical fea-
tures of conventional polymer separators. The replacement of
commercial Nafion 212 membrane by rNafion/L5 extended the
capacity retention of the VRFB from ∼34.8% (after 150 cycles)
to 52.8% (after 1000 cycles).

From the perspective of cost, the Nafion membrane
accounts for almost 30–40% of the cost of the whole VRFB.
Even though the addition of lignin cut down the cost of the
membrane by 28% (in contrast to commercial Nafion 212), the
cost of rNafion/L5 remained quite high, mainly attributed to
the high mass content of Nafion in the composite. Therefore,
it is appealing to explore low-cost alternative systems without
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the usage of Nafion toward practical application. Ye et al.124

proposed the utilization of sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone)
(SPEEK) as the substitutional membranes. This material inte-
grates the advantages of low vanadium ion permeability,
simple preparation, and high chemical and mechanical stabi-
lity. More importantly, the price of SPEEK membrane merely
accounts for about several tenths of that of commercial
Nafion. They prepared a series of lignin/SPEEK composite
membranes by solution casting and systematically investigated
how the sulfonation degree of the SPEEK matrix affected the
ion selectivity and stability. Encouragingly, the incorporation
of lignin into the SPEEK substrate substantially suppressed the
permeability of VO2+ ions, benefitting from its rich hydroxyl
groups. The ion selectivity of the as-designed lignin/SPEEK
composite membranes, namely the ratio of proton conduc-
tivity to ion permeability, was much higher than that of the
Nafion 212, regardless of the degree of sulfonation in SPEEK.
In particular, the SPEEK59/L15 membrane (the mass ratio of
SPEEK to lignin was 59/15) presented the best performance
(61.96 × 104 S min cm−3), far outstripping commercial Nafion

212 (12.78 × 104 S min cm−3) (Fig. 12e). Meanwhile, its
vanadium ion permeability was lower than the rNafion/L5
sample illustrated above. Based on the synergistic effect of the
lignin additives and SPEEK matrix, proton conductivity was
improved and crossover of the vanadium ions was suppressed
(Fig. 12f).125 As a consequence, the VRFB cell based on the
SPEEK59/L15 membrane exhibited 95.95% capacity retention
after 100 cycles at 120 mA cm−2 (Fig. 12g).

Up to now, lignin-derived ion exchange membranes with
low cost and excellent performance have been developed in
aqueous batteries. But it still has room for improvement. The
manufacturing process is limited to the casting method,
which consumes a large amount of organic solvents. A novel,
facile and environmentally friendly method needs to be
developed.

5.2. Organic device membranes

In organic devices like LIBs and Li–S batteries, polyolefin-
based microporous materials such as polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP) membranes are widely used as separa-

Fig. 12 Lignin’s application on membrane modification. (a) Scheme illustrating the design of composite LS/Nafion membranes. (b) SEM images of
the zinc surface using a glassy fiber membrane (left) and the one using an LS/Nafion membrane (right) after the 1000th cycle. (c) Stripping/plating of
symmetric cells with different membranes until a constant capacity of 0.6 mA h cm−2. Reproduced with permission.117 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(d) The permeability values and the proton conductivities of the membranes. Reproduced with permission.123 Copyright 2020, Elsevier B.V. (e)
Comparison between Nafion 212 and SPEEK/lignin membranes in aspects of permeability and ion selectivity. Reproduced with permission.124

Copyright 2018, Frontiers. (f ) Schematic illustration of a vanadium redox flow battery employing the SPEEK/lignin composite membrane.
Reproduced with permission.125 Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd. (g) The discharge capacity retention of VRFB cells using different membranes under a
current density of 120 mA cm−2. Reproduced with permission.124 Copyright 2018, Frontiers.
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tors. Pitifully, they have some intrinsic limitations for
future applications, like poor thermal stability, sluggish
ionic transport and environmental pollution. Such
deficiencies stimulate the exploration of new-type separators
with competitive performance (mechanical strength, electro-
chemical stability, thermal stability and ion transport
efficiency), as well as environmental benignity. With the
rapid development of the battery market, tremendous
efforts have been made to develop novel separators based
on biodegradable materials.

Cellulose separators have gained their great reputation in
this field due to their cheap price, green sustainability and
superb wettability. Restricted by its unique hygroexpansion
feature, this material faces unsatisfactory mechanical
strength and suffered from inevitable swelling in organic
electrolytes. Nevertheless, appropriate mechanical properties
are of essential importance to maintain the structural integ-
rity and battery safety in behaving as LIBs separators. Aiming
to develop a high-strength separator based on cellulose mem-
branes, Xie et al.126 resorted to the hydrophobicity peculiarity
of lignin to limit the swelling-induced volume expansion.
Lignin was introduced to the cellulose pulp by a convention-
al solution casting method. The experimental and molecular
study indicated that, in the composite membrane containing
2.5% and 5% lignin, the deformation of the amorphous
region of cellulose under electrolyte immersion, the culprit
that weakened the separator strength, did not take place any
more. Yet, overdosing of lignin addition (7.5% and 10%)
impaired the stability of the well-formed cellulose fibrous
network, hence bringing about severe weakening of the
Young’s modulus (Fig. 13a top). This was because an appro-
priate amount of intermolecular hydrogen bonds could be
formed between the cellulose molecules and lignin, creating
a stronger and larger fibrous network with better mechanical
strength in the electrolyte. Plus, the chemical stable voltage
window of the as-designed lignin/cellulose composite mem-
brane (4.2–4.7 V) was comparable to that of the commercial
polypropylene separator, further attesting to its qualification
as an LIB separator.

Apart from mechanical stability, high ionic conductivity is
also a vital requirement for separators in LIBs. Non-woven
membranes have gained popularity in ion transport enhance-
ment considering their high porosity. By virtue of an electro-
spinning method, Uddin et al.127 obtained lignin-based non-
woven membranes with a fully interconnected pore structure
and high porosity. The precursor was a water-based solution
consisting of lignin and PVA with the mass ratio of 1 : 1, a
biocompatible polymer with good chemical and thermal
stability. In this case, the PVA polymer provided the necess-
ary skeleton for electrospinning while lignin was employed to
improve the porosity, wettability, and thermal stability. In
terms of thermal endurance, the as-fabricated lignin/PVA
membrane underwent only ∼15% shrinkage under 150 °C
heat treatment for 1 h (45% for a commercial Celgard
separator), exhibiting excellent flame-retardant properties.
Meanwhile, unlike the flat and poreless morphology of the

Celgard membrane (Fig. 13b upper left), the composite mem-
brane had a porous interpenetrating network structure
(Fig. 13b upper right). Such specific architecture endowed
the separator with superior wettability (533% electrolyte
uptake) and improved ionic conductivity. Despite its higher
thickness than the Celgard separator (90 μm vs. 25 μm), the
lignin/PVA membrane delivered an enhanced electrochemical
performance due to the high ion transport efficacy. The Li//
Li(Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33)O2 half-cell with a lignin/PVA membrane
showed a better rate performance (133.3, 117.9, 91.2 and
33.4 mA h g−1 at 0.5 C, 1 C, 2 C, and 5 C) than those with
the Celgard separator (122.6, 88.8, 47.8, and 7.6 mA h g−1 at
the same respective C-rates).

Interestingly, besides tailoring the physical parameters,
separator modification by lignin in organic devices is also
capable of modulating the interfacial chemical reactions. In
lithium metal batteries, the properties of the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) are decisive for the cycling life of the Li
anode as it is closely related to the lithium dendrite growth.
The SEI resulting from spontaneous electrolyte decompo-
sition (E-SEI) is usually heterogeneous and fragile, which is
not firm enough to immune an even Li deposition and den-
drite growth. LS contains rich cross-linkable aromatic skel-
etons and negatively charged sulfonic groups, displaying
high reactivity with Li metal. When an ultra-thin (∼1.7 μm)
LS was coated on PP via a doctor-blade method, the compo-
site separator could in situ react with the Li metal to form a
robust SEI film at the anode surface.128 The chemical compo-
sition comparison of E-SEI and LS-induced SEI (L-SEI)
revealed that they were both composed of inorganic species
(such as Li2CO3, LiF and Li2S) and organic components (C–
C/C–H, ROLi and ROCO2Li). However, the content of in-
organic and aromatic species dramatically increased in L-SEI,
ensuring its high ionic conductivity (produced by abundant
inorganic species) and good mechanical integrity (inherited
from the aromatic groups). As depicted in Fig. 13b lower left,
L-SEI produced a highly reversible, dendrite-free Li anode
with long-term durability, while the one with E-SEI (Fig. 13b
lower right) saw apparent dead Li accumulation. Benefitting
from the efficient plating/stripping manner of the Li anode,
the Li//LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 full cell containing L-SEI had the
discharge capacity of 148.5 mA h g−1 and 73.5% capacity
retention after 100 cycles under 0.4 C.

Similar to the strategy for binders, negatively charged –SO3
−

groups in LS are beneficial for suppressing the shuttle effect
caused by soluble polysulfides in Li–S batteries, an insurmoun-
table challenge that significantly damages the battery lifecycle
and sulfur utilization. Lei et al.129 coated a thin layer of rGO
and sodium LS composite on a PP membrane by a simple fil-
tration method and the resulting product was called rGO@LS/
PP. The rGO@LS was produced by connecting the hydroxyl
groups of lignin with the rGO through linear chain compound
hexamethylene diisocyanate by a chemical reaction (Fig. 13c).
It could be clearly seen from permeation experiment that the
rGO@LS/PP membrane effectively blocked the polysulfides
(Fig. 13d), which was contributed by the dendrite structure
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and negatively charged –SO3
− groups in the LS. Raman spectra

also confirmed that the closer the polysulfides were to the
rGO@LS/PP membrane, the weaker the polysulfide signals
were (Fig. 13f). They reasoned from this that LS displayed an
electrostatic repulsion effect on all polysulfide species,
especially with a larger repulsive force for long-chain polysul-
fides (such as Li2S8 and Li2S6), as confirmed by theoretical cal-
culation in Fig. 13e. As a result, the Li–S battery achieved a
capacity of 816 mA h g−1 at 1 C after 500 cycles, and could run
for 1000 cycles at 2 C. That cycling performance stayed comfor-
tably ahead in recent Li–S battery separator coatings
studies.130 In addition to sulfonate groups, other functional
groups with the electron-donating features of lignin could also
suppress polysulfide dissolution. The strategic loading of

lignin nanoparticles (LNPs) on commercial Celgard mem-
branes by a vacuum filtration method (Fig.13a bottom) raised
the capacity retention ratio from 40.1% to 72.9% after 400
cycles.131 There were two ways for the sulfur-free LNPs to
inhibit the shuttle effect. First, LNPs served as a temporary
electrolyte reservoir to restrain polysulfides from directly
diffusing into the bulk electrolyte. Second, the electron-donat-
ing groups (CvC benzene ring and –CH3) induced chemical
binding with the polysulfides. Besides, the overwhelming
cycling stability of the LC separator over the Celgard separator
was maintained at a high rate. The details of various electro-
lytes and membranes in terms of compositions, potentials,
specific capacities, cycling stabilities and ionic conductivities
were listed in Table 3.

Fig. 13 Lignin’s application for membrane modification. (a) Effect mechanism of lignin particles(top). Reproduced with permission.126 Copyright
2020, Elsevier Ltd. Schematic of the fabrication process to produce the lignin nanoparticle (LNP)-coated Celgard (LC) separator (bottom).
Reproduced with permission.131 Copyright 2019, MDPI. (b) SEM images of the Celgard separator at 20,000 times magnification (upper left) and
lignin/PVA membrane at 10k× magnification (upper right). Top-view of deposited Li (1.0 mA h cm−2) in Li||Cu cells with L-SEI (lower left) and E-SEI
(lower right). Reproduced with permission.127,128 Copyright 2017 and 2020, Elsevier B.V. (c) Molecular structure and synthetic steps to produce
rGO@LS. (d) Permeation experiment with the double-L permeation device for the PP (top) and rGO@LS/PP separator (bottom). (e) Schematics and
theoretical calculation of various PS conformations on LS. (f ) The concentration of PS at different potentials where the inset image shows the PS
concentration evolution and the corresponding Raman spectra at points 1, 2, and 3. Reproduced with permission.129 Copyright 2018, Elsevier Inc.
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6. Conclusions and prospect

As the most abundant aromatic polymer in nature and a major
by-product of the pulping industry, renewable lignin provides
an sustainable platform for the construction of green and
economical electrochemical energy storage systems including
rechargeable batteries and supercapacitors. This should be
attributed to its shining features including its low cost, huge
reserves and abundant functional groups. In turn, the fabrica-
tion of ESD components by using lignin also provides a prom-
ising value-added pathway for lignin utilization, as demon-
strated by the considerable inspiring achievements made in
this field. This review does not include ESDs based on lignin-
derived carbonaceous materials, to avoid possible duplication
with some recent reviews. It begins with a detailed description
of the sources, species and structural characteristics of lignin.
Afterwards, the recent progress of lignin-based/-derived macro-
molecules as different ESD components is summarized in
terms of organic electrode, binders, electrolyte and separators.
It can be concluded that the utilization of lignin for electro-
chemical energy storage is a promising, fast-growing area but
still at an early stage. Even though in some reported work,
there are still some problems, like the low content or unclear
role of lignin, they do demonstrate the application potential of
lignin for ESDs and are enlightening for further performance
optimization in the future. In view of the current status of
lignin-involved ESDs, continued efforts should be directed
towards electrode structure design, aiming at promoting
efficient ion and electron transportation.132 In terms of binder
optimization, their adaptability in aqueous environments
needs urgently addressing. In addition, the application of
lignin-based/-derived separators in some newly emerged

battery systems (such as Zn–S or Zn–I2 batteries) is worth
trying, focusing on solving the shuttle effect.133 For the electro-
lyte formulation, co-solvent electrolyte and organohydrogel
electrolyte should be considered.134 The combination of lignin
with ESDs is also a promising way to widen its application
scenarios.

To give some basic guidance in this area, some critical
obstacles and challenges for the further practical application
of lignin in ESDs are summarized as follows:

(1) Intricate structural randomness of macromolecular
lignin. Apart from the similarity of the main structure, the
exact molecular weight of different lignin molecules varies sig-
nificantly from one to another. Depending on the origin, fabri-
cation and derivation processes, some critical physicochemical
properties of different lignins, parameters closely related to
electrical energy storage, show vast discrepancies, like purity,
solubility, mechanical strength, thermal stability, and the type
and content of heteroatoms. Such intricate structural hetero-
geneity is currently the most pivotal bottleneck in the further
fabrication of lignin-based materials because a slight variation
of these parameters can substantially alter the electrochemical
properties of the electrode. Plus, the chemical consistency of
lignin is a basic requirement for the further development and
optimization of the state-of-the-art materials. Therefore, efforts
should also be dedicated to the development of advanced
methods for lignin extraction and purification. The research
direction includes upstream (depolymerizing lignin into mole-
cule fragments or funtionalizing lignin into polymers) and
downstream (upgrading lignin to the desired pure product via
chemo- and bio-pathways) processes. For upstream-depolymer-
ization processes, to obtain a monomeric product, the rational
design of the catalytic system avoiding repolymerization is

Table 3 Summary of the electrochemical performances of lignin-based/-derived electrolytes and membranes

Cathode Anode Electrolyte components
Potential
(V)

Specific capacity
(mA h g−1)

Capacity
retention Ref.

N/A N/A LS/HClO4 (anolyte) Br/HBr (catholyte) 0.1–0.7 7 W h L−1 N/A 48
Carbon Carbon 5 g L−1 LS2 in 1 M H2SO4 0–0.8 107 F g−1 (1 mV s−1) 104.5% (5000 cycles) 88
MnO2 Zn 0.02 wt% LS in 2 M ZnSO4 + 0.2 M MnSO4 1.0–1.85 146 (1 A g−1) 83.5% (1000 cycles) 89
Li LiFePO4 GE 1.0–7.5 129 (1 C) N/A 91
Li Sulfur G2 −1.0–7.0 1186.3 (0.02 A g−1) 55.1% (100 cycles) 92
AC AC LC-FD-Li2SO4 gel electrolyte 0–2.1 138.4 F g−1 (1 A g−1) 88% (10 000 cycles) 93
Li LiFePO4 LP-GE 0–8.0 117 (1 C) 95.3% (100 cycles) 94
Li Li GE-LS-Cl N/A N/A N/A 95
Graphene Graphene DGel-Fe1L0.5 0–2.0 51.4 F g−1 (0.5 A g−1) 89.2% (5000 cycles) 101
α-MnO2 Zn QKL/FS-2 1.0–1.9 106.2 (1.5 A g−1) N/A 102
Lignin/PAN Lignin/PAN AL-graft-PEGDGE 0–1.0 129.23 (0.5 A g−1) 95% (10 000 cycles) 104
PANI@CC PANI@CC DC 0–0.8 190 (0.25 A g−1) 91% (10 000 cycles) 105
PANI@CC PANI@CC LSNa-PEGDGE 0–0.8 301.8 (0.5 A g−1) 94.1% (10 000 cycles) 107
SS K OxL/PEGDGE 0–3.0 168 (0.05 A g−1) 64.18% (200 cycles) 110
β-MnO2 Zn 2 M ZnSO4 0.9–1.9 236 (0.1 C) N/A 117
N/A N/A 1.5 M V3+ in 3 M H2SO4 (anolyte) 0.7–1.75 ∼560 (120 mA cm−2) 52.8% (1000 cycles) 123

1.5 M VO2+ in 3 M H2SO4 (catholyte)
N/A N/A 1.5 M V3+ in 3 M H2SO4 (anolyte) 0.7–1.75 ∼550 (50 mA cm−2) 85% (200 cycles) 124

1.5 M VO2+ in 3 M H2SO4 (catholyte)
Li Li(Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33)O2 1 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC (1 : 1, v/v) 3.0–4.3 153.1 (0.1 C) N/A 127
Li LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME (1 : 1, v/v) + 2 wt% LiNO3 1.7–2.8 148.5 (0.4 C) 73.5% (100 cycles) 128
Li Sulfur 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME (1 : 1, v/v) + 1 wt% LiNO3 1.7–2.7 816 (1 C) 74% (1000 cycles) 129
Li ACET/sulfur 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME (1 : 1, v/v) + 1 wt% LiNO3 1.7–2.8 272 (1 C) 72.9% (400 cycles) 131

AC = activated carbon; SS = stainless steel; DOL = 1,3-dioxolane; DME = dimethyl ether; ACET = acetylene black.
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crucial. The ‘flow-through’ concept and ‘lignin-first’ strategies
are examples of solutions in this regard.135 For downstream
processes, a ‘funneling process’ is necessary to convert a
mixture of depolymerised lignin into a single stream product
rather than another mixture of value-added chemicals. In par-
allel, a one-pot conversion including both upstream and down-
stream processes is also a delightful future direction, for the
sake of reducing product loss and energy consumption.136

(2) Limited understanding of the working mechanism of
lignin-based/-derived electrodes. Restricted by the complex
fabrication course and highly entangled structure of lignin-
derived organic electrodes, the mechanism investigation is
extremely difficult, especially referring to the interfacial chem-
istry. Currently, Q/QH2 redox pairs are recognized as the redox
centers of the overwhelming majority of reported lignin-
involved electrodes, both for supercapacitors and batteries.
However, the present mechanism study is generally confined
to the identification of reversible Q/QH2 transformation
whereas the deep investigation of ion/electron conduction
dynamics at the electrode/electrolyte interface is quite limited.
The specific active sites of the electrode for energy storage
remain mysterious, as well as its impact factors. New in situ
characterization techniques, such as cryogenic electron
microscopy that offers the possibility of detecting chemical
reactions and beam-sensitive samples at the atomic scale
without interfering with their natural state, may contribute to
studying the complex chemical processes. In addition, it has
been recently demonstrated that the CvO and CvC bonds
can be activated for Li+ accommodation by suitable pre-treat-
ment. The extension of activation methods and relevant
mechanism study seem to be an untapped yet interesting area
to explore.

(3) Narrow application scenarios in aqueous ESDs. The
lignin-based/-derived macromolecules are mainly applied in
organic energy storage systems like LIBs and Li–S batteries. In
view of the demanding requirements for grid-scale energy
storage, the research interest on economical, safe, and
efficient aqueous batteries has boomed in recent years,
especially stimulated by the continuously increased usage of
renewable resources like solar and wind power. Encouragingly,
some initial attempts have been reported in aqueous systems
including supercapacitors, redox flow batteries as well as ZIBs,
mainly for electrolyte formulation. In future, more attention
should be paid to discovering the potential of lignin-based/-
derived macromolecules to function as electrodes, binders and
separators. However, the selected polymer should meet the
requirements for water-dissolving resistance. Taking account
of the solubility of some polar groups in aqueous electrolytes,
tailoring the physiochemical properties of lignin should be
considered, including chemical modification of the existing
groups and grafting polymerization.

(4) Limited lignin resources usage. Most current studies
focus on the application of LS and AL as the raw materials for
investigation. Other lignin products of various plant types in
different biorefinery processes such as organosolv lignin and
EHL have been seldom discussed, and could be further devel-

oped and applied in ESD components considering their high-
purity feature.34,137 Besides, compared with LS and AL, they
possess higher homogeneity and narrower molecular distri-
butions, displaying a distinct priority in post-processing. The
deficiency of active sites is the main drawback of the sulfur-
free lignins in ESDs. Converting these lignins into carbon
materials is a straightforward way for their further application
in supercapacitors or rechargeable batteries. The strategic
introduction of new groups as the active redox sites in aro-
matic rings is also crucial to extend their energy storage
applications.

(5) Lack of cost evaluation. The lignin-based/-derived ESDs
reported in the literature are now restricted at the laboratory
level. Although there is still great room for performance
improvement for their commercial application, some of their
optimal performances can be comparable to or even exceed
that of conventional ESD components, as we previously dis-
cussed in the main text. Considering their high potential for
practical application, the cost and sustainability is necessary
to consider. Currently, lignin is considered as an industrial
waste and commonly accepted as a cheap raw material for
manufacturing various high-value chemical products.
However, the commercial success of lignin application in ESDs
is driven by the combined cost involved in the entire manufac-
turing process. Detailed understanding of the total cost of
purification and chemical post-treatment like chemical, physi-
cal or thermal modification, which is especially important in
the expansion from laboratory processing to commercial scale
utilization, is still lacking. This area requires immediate atten-
tion in view of the commercial viability of lignin as an ESD
component.
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